Part 1  General

1.1  Summary

.1 Unless otherwise indicated, follow the standards below when specifying toilet and bath accessories. These standards are not intended to restrict or replace professional judgment.

.2 Consultants must locate all washroom accessories, including barrier-free items, on their drawings. They must provide the Project Manager with a list of accessories to be supplied by McGill (quantities per type of accessories) for ordering.

.3 Consultants must locate the grab bars on their drawings and position them in relation to the water closet.

1.2  Guarantee

.1 The mirrors described in this section shall be guaranteed for a period of fifteen (15) years from the date of substantial completion of the work.

.2 The hand dryers described in this section shall be guaranteed for a period of five (5) years from the date of substantial completion of the work.

Part 2  Products

2.1  Toilet Paper Dispenser

.1 Shall be supplied by Servicorp model Tork 56 TR, or approved equivalent, to be installed at the end of the project. The Consultant must position them on the drawings.

2.2  Liquid Soap Dispensers

.1 Automatic foam soap dispenser, chrome plated with a concealed locking mechanism to allow for top filling, and low battery indicator, such as Bobrick “B-828” SureFlo Automatic Top-Fill Bulk Soap Dispenser or approved equivalent.

.2 Specify that the required battery pack be supplied and installed.

.3 Coordinate with the Engineer in instances where wall-mounted sinks have been specified.

2.3  Sanitary Napkin Disposal Units

.1 Shall be model #620, steel, white epoxy, as manufactured by Frost Ltd, as supplied by Wyant, or approved equivalent.

.2 One (1) unit shall be supplied and installed in each toilet stall in all women’s washrooms.
2.4 **Garbage Disposal Containers**

.1 Bottom units shall be 16.5”l x 15.5”w x 30.9”h, plastic, #3569-88 beige, as manufactured by Rubbermaid, or approved equivalent. Swing lids for the garbage bins are optional and shall be #2689-88 beige.

.2 Top units shall be model #05335240004, plastic, brown, as manufactured by Rubbermaid, or approved equivalent.

.3 One (1) complete unit shall be supplied and installed in all washrooms.

2.5 **Washroom Mirrors**

.1 Shall be 6mm polished plate glass, mirror quality.

.2 Mirrors shall be 610mm wide by 760mm high, unless noted otherwise, with 24-gauge one-piece stainless steel frames with metered corners and vandal proof concealed fasteners.

.3 One (1) complete unit shall be supplied and installed above each washbasin in all washrooms.

.4 One inclined handicap mirror shall be supplied and installed above each designed handicap washbasin.

2.6 **Hand Dryers**

.1 Sample hand dryers currently being tested. Results to come.

.2 For areas where noise isn’t a design constraint, install Model XL-W, as manufactured by “XLERATOR”, or the “Airblade” as manufactured by Dyson or approved equivalent.

.3 For areas where noise is a design constraint, such as washrooms near classrooms, libraries, or other noise sensitive areas, specify a < 55 db silent hand dryer model.

2.7 **Paper Towel Dispenser**

.1 Shall be model Tork 84TR as supplied by Servicorp.

2.8 **Grab Bars**

.1 Shall be 32 mm diameter, stainless steel, as manufactured by Bobrick B-5806, or approved equivalent. Concealed mounting anchors are desirable.

**END OF SECTION**